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Democrats retain 
city council control 
►*.w.pt>«>.   byMuho.lG O-.". 
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Ohio voters ok 4 issues 
COLUMBUS   lAPl      OhW'l  \OIIT-. 
yesterday approved tour amendments 
lo the st.itf s conslilulion. two of them 
by large margin! 
With 8.8IR HI the state's 12.855 polling 
places reporting, Issue 1 to change the 
method (or taxing farmlands, was 
winning heavy favor among voters, 
1.234.182 to 343.341 
Passage will allow th>- Ohio General 
Assembly in lax agricultural land on 
Its use  rather  than its market  value 
which is determined b)  its potential 
developmental value 
harm lami  adjacent  to developed 
land now is taxed al the same i air as 
the developed land even though U Still 
ma) be used for agi uuituralpurposes 
There is a provision in the 
amendment to allow lor retroactive 
collection ol taxes if land is converted 
toother use 
Issue l\ to provide bonuses tor 
veterans of the Vietnam conflict, was 
twine approved handily. 1.067.708 to 
423. 959 
Vietnam veterans who served 
between Feb 28. 1961 and July I. 1973, 
and veterans who served between Aug 
.V   l%4   and  July    1    1973.   would   be 
eligible lor the bonuses 
Relatives Ol sen icemen killed in 
Vietnam, prisoners ol war or men 
missing in action could receive up to 
$1,000 All bonuses could be double.' it 
the)     were     used     lor     educational 
purposes    Veterans  would  have  to 
apply lor bonuses 
Two other  issues   to lift the 33.000 
limit on income lax exemptions in Ohio 
and to authorize interim pay raises lor 
county and municipal judges, were 
likewise okayed, but by narrower 
margins 
Issue II. the income tax exemption 
amendment, was leading 83y.46H lo 
576.25b. and Issue III, the judges pay 
proposal, was ahead. 828.427 to 524.123 
Passage  ot   the  amendment  would 
permit the General Assembly lo set a 
new hunt, if it desired The 33.000 limit 
was set in 1912 The legislature could 
exempt any portion of income or none 
ot it 
If passed. Issue III would 
allow the tieneral Assembly to make 
municipal and county courts divisions 
of the court of common pleas 
The amendment also calls lor 
municipal and county court Judge! lo 
be included in in-tenn pay raise 
provisions authori/.ed for the supreme 
court, court of appeals and common 
pleas court judges 
Secretary ol state Ted v. Brown, 
who  had   forecast   passage  ol   the 
amendments, said the returns included 
many from urban areas 
Hrown said big city voters 
apparently gave heavy support to all 
lour amendments 
Initial reports Irom metropolitan 
precincts in Youngstown showed all 
lour issues passing 
Hrown said absentee ballots counted 
in Cuyahoga County had all issues 
carrying 
In Wood County, voters approved all 
tour state constitutional amendments 
Issue   1   passed   with   I9.W8     yes 
votes and 3.334 opposed 
Issue II received 14.388   yes   votes 
to 7.235 opposed 
Issue III passed l.v a margin ol 14.561 
to 6.303 
Issue IV passed with  15,785    yes 
votes lo6,402opposed 
llv k.uhi Hatton 
and Sue Myers 
Democrats maintained control ol 
Howling Green City council as a result 
ot yesterday s general election, but 
Republicans picked up one seat on the 
seven member body Council will have 
tour Democrats and three Republicans 
when the winners take oil ice in 
January 
Three oi the four University 
professors vying for office won then 
races m an election that saw about 
J 500ol « 700registered voters go to the 
polls 
Passage oi two ot  three Bowling 
Green school levies appeared certain 
with all but one precinct reporting al 2 
a m  this morning 
In the at large council races, two 
Republicans and one Democrat tallied 
the    most    votes     There   wcii'    live 
candidates for three al large positions 
llr Charles A Karrrll iDem I won 
his tiftli term polling 2,105 votes, more 
than any other at large candidate   Dr 
Barrell  64, ol 722 \  Urove si   is a 
protessor ol political science at the 
University 
Boyd Crawford iRep I, who now 
serves as council president, won an at 
large post with 1.903 votes Crawford. 
50, of 7 Park wood Drive, is executive 
vice president of Cains Marcelle 
PotatoChip<o . IIH 
Thomas M Carroll i Hep i won his 
fourth al large term, narrowly edging 
Dr    Edwin  C    Bomeli   iRcp I    I'I 
Voter turnout low; 
disinterest blamed 
Student voter turnout in yesterday s 
local election was called apathetic" 
b) poll workers, with less than 10 per 
cent oi registered students voting in 
on campus precincts 
Kstunalos ol the number of college 
aged persons voting in other precincts 
were also low 
Poll workers I aid these figures were 
higher than  returns  reported  in last 
May Bspecial election The) attributed 
pi tor turnout lo lack ol student interest 
in local government 
One worker said the Office ol Voter 
Awareness directed a campaign to 
inlorm students ol election issues  She 
said    volunteers    also    canvassed 
dormitories Monday night in an effort 
to encourage voter participation 
Workers at the polls said they had 
ntpected State Issue Four-thc Viet 
nan.     Veteran's     Bonus    Bill—to 
encourage student voters, especially 
veterans who may gain troin ds 
passage However, this prediction 
appears to have been incorrect, since 
the   majority ol students voting   were 
females, poll workers said 
Some other students, such .is Lynn 
Darnell  freshman i Kd  I, chose to vote 
b) absentee ballot    The city doesn i 
affect the School al all," Darnell said 
Many students who registered to 
vote in Wood County echoed this same 
sentiment and chose not to vote at all 
Others who did not go to the polls said 
they simply lorgot about the election, 
although they had received 
information from various political 
organizations 
Watergate investigation continues 
Nixon's secretary called to testify 
WASHINGTON   >APi   •   President 
Nixon s long time personal secretary. 
Rose Mary Woods, was notified 
yesterday she will be called to testify 
about her review of the subpoenaed 
Watergate tapes 
Chief I S District Court Judge John 
J Sirica presiding over a fact-finding 
hearing into two Watergate-related 
recordings the White House says never 
were made, interrupted the fourth day 
of proceedingslo say 
"As long as were going into this 
detail, will someone please get word to 
Miss Woods that she will be called as a 
witness In this case?" 
DOUGLAS PARKER, a White House 
lawyer, said he assumes Woods will be 
permitted lo testify 
The White House deferred comment 
and Woods was not available for 
comment 
Student wins seat 
on Moumee council 
A twenty year-old University student 
was elected to Maumee city council 
last night 
Thomas E Dibling. junior iBA i. 
ran as a Democrat and finished fourth 
in a race of 13 candidates vying for 
seven positions He received 2,583 
voles, with the top vote-getter 
receiving more than 2.600 votes 
Dibling. a life-long resident of 
Maumee. said he has been interested 
and involved in Maumee politics and 
government for three years "and 
decided this was my chance to do 
something for my community and 
myself 
He said he campaigned "by walking 
to 98 per cent of the houses in the town 
myself and talking to people " 
He said he also mailed leaflets, put 
up yard signs and placed newspaper 
advertisements to gain support 
"Also, my name had been around 
town for years because my parents 
have been in business here for years," 
Dibling said 
He said he thought his age 
represented no barrier in his 
campaign 
I think I got support from every age 
bracket," Dibling said "A lot of older 
people firmly believed we need new- 
ideas and young people in government 
And young persons. 1 think, admire 
another young person trying i to win 
office)." he said 
"I got more out of campaigning than 
I did in any class.' Dibling said "The 
knowledge you can gain from working 
with people in a situation like this is 
tremendous " 
Dibling said he expects to function 
effectively on council 
He added that he wants to be the 
voice of many people on council so they 
will be able to approach him with their 
problems 
Dibling said his reaction when he 
found that he had been elected was 
simple 
"I jumped up and down and yelled." 
he said 
Presidential aide Stephen V Hull 
testified that Wo-xJs reviewed some of 
the nine tape- sought in the subpoenas. 
Irequentlv lyping at the same time 
But Hull repeatedly refused to say 
whether Woods was making a 
transcript and said he didn't even ask 
"I intentionally did not do this 
because it was not my business." he 
said 
Meanwhile, the Senate Watergate 
committee sought lo determine 
whether Nixon would meet with panel 
members 10 give his account of the 
Watergate scandal 
COMMITTEE chairman Sam J 
Krvin Jr 1 D-N.C i said after a closed 
committee meeting on the move that 
members would be willing to meet 
with the President al the White House 
and not require him to testify under 
oath 
Sen Lowell P Weicker Jr. tR- 
Conn i who proposed the meeting, said 
a public record of such a meeting 
should be published afterward 
The White House had no direct 
comment or. the proposed meeting, but 
a spokesperson said Nixon intends to 
Weather 
Partly cloudy today, high la 
Ike mid 4fs. Increasing 
cloudiness and not ai cold 
lonlghi with a chance of rain or 
snow. Low In the upper 2ts to 
lower Ms. Cloudy with a chance 
of rala tomorrow. High la the 
Ms. Probability of precipitation 
1* per cent today aad M per cent 
tonight. 
deal   with   Watergate   mailers     in  a 
clear and lair way " 
In another action, the committee 
heard public testimony from four 
witnesses called by Republican 
members lo discuss so-called dirty 
tricks allegedly perpetrated against 
the Nixon re-election campaign last 
year 
BULL SAID Woods began listening 
to the tapes and lyping Sept 29 at 
Camp David. Mil and continued this 
work the next week in Washington and 
through the following weekend at Key 
Biscayne. Fla. 
When she was not working with the 
recordings. Bull said, the tapes were 
kept in a safe in her office and in a 
specially obtained heavy safe, guarded 
24 hours a day, at Key Biscayne 
Chairman Sam J Ervin Jr . D-N C 
said after a committee executive 
session yesterday morning thai panel 
lawyers would contact White House 
counsel lo determine whether the 
President would meet with Ihe 
committee 
Nixon would not be made to testify 
under oath and the panel members 
would meet with him at the White 
House if necessary. Krvin said 
The meeting was called to consider a 
proposal by Sen Lowell P Weicker Jr 
iR-Conn I that the committee offer to 
meet with Nixon at the While House 
and publish a record of the proceedings 
afterward 
Vice chairman Howard H Baker Jr 
(R-Tenn I promised at the outset of Ihe 
dirty tricks phase of the hearings 
several weeks ago that the 
Republicans would expose a number of 
cases involving Democrats 
Bomeli. who has served one term on 
council polled 1.862 voles to Carroll s 
1.864 
|)r Bomeli said last night he does 
not plan to ask for a recount 
Joseph I. Corral Dem i :w a 
marketing representative lor the 
Columbia    lias    Co    ol    Ohio    and 
chairman ot the eitv 8 board ot zoning 
appeals, received i 703votes 
Precinel 1-C. which includes all on 
campus voters  vvcni heavily insupporl 
oi Corral and i>r Barrell oi Ihe #74 
registered voters In Ihe precinel, M 
voted   yesterday    I'weniv six  voters 
were   cast    IIH    Corral     25   lor   Hi 
Barrell 
Dr Bomeli received IS votes m that 
precinel    Carroll   16   and i rawford, 
live 
I nder ihe Bowling lircen Chartet 
effective Jan I Dr Barrell and 
Crawford vviii serve lour year terms 
Carroll will serve two years 
I'hc overlapping terms are designed 
to pro\ ide continuity on the council In 
future elections, all rounctlmen al 
large will be elected to loui vc.n 
lei ms 
In ward one. Akin I. Perkins 
t Hem I won his second term on council 
with 392 votes Perkins, 40, defeated 
Delberl HI Hiown i Hep I, a secondary 
supervisor tot the Wood Count) Board 
oi Education, who tallied 240 votes 
In precinct I C. Perkins received 27 
votes lo Brown's nine Inprecinctsl K 
and l K. which havi heavy 
concentrations oi students. Perkins 
received IIH votes lo Brown's 81 
Ward two was taken I'v Wanela M. 
Rodehefler I Dem I With 331 voles 
Kodehelfer, who was appointed to 
council in l*»7l? lo serve the term 
vacated b) Di David Elsast dean of 
ihe College oi Education, defeated 
rtoberl l' Armstrong iRep ' who 
received 228 votes 
in pi ectnets - \ .in.i 2 B, which have 
heavy concentrations oi students. 
Rodeheffcr received 94 votes to 
Armstrong's 4H 
Bruce II Hellard I Dem I easily 
defeated Harvey J Zeiglcr Jr iRep i 
lor the third ward spot Bollard, a 
l niversity professor ol health .md 
pin sic.il   education,   has   set veil  one 
term on council He received 716 votes 
to Zeiglcr s 408 
In a hotly contested ward four race. 
David K Carr iRep > unseated 
incumbent   Dr    Thomas  1)   Anderson 
iDem i, an associate professor of 
geography al the I niversity Carr, 39. 
i- spoi is director lor WKOB radio and 
Office managei for Win*! Television 
Can polled :>4h votes to llr Anderson's 
..IS 
Voters approved two ol three 
Bowling  Given  school  levies  on  the 
ballot with all but one precinct in 
Henry Count) tabulated Results from 
lh.il precinel. which is in Ihe Bowling 
1.1ecu School district, are nol expected 
until Thursday according to a board ol 
election official However the tally is 
nol expected lo change results 
Ihe loo-mill levy to finance 
improvements in school buildings 
passed with 2.830   yes    votes cast and 
M opposed   Mie levy will run live 
V i-.It s 
Ihe general one-mill operating levy 
to provide new textbooks and 
educational materials passed with 
2.8S5 yes Votes cast and 2.595 
opposed      The     levy    runs    for    an 
indefinite period 
\ Iwo-mill levy to provide a cost of 
living adjustment in the salaries of 
school employees was defeated with 
-'742 no votes cast and 2.704 votes 
for the levy 
The requests for increased millage 
lor die Bowling Green Board of 
Kdiic.ition were put on the ballot in 
three   levies   to   allow   voters  to  be 
selective In school support 
Each levy will Ire used only for its 
speed led purpose so no lunds can be 
transfered to adjust salaries 
Tin- cost to individual residents will 
IK- determined by property value 
Opposition to the levies ran strongest 
in the rural areas with what School 
Board President Hoyd Martin called a 
protest vote" by the fanners against 
additional property taxes 
There was no contest in the Bowling 
t.n-eii Board of Education race as two 
candidates  ran  lor two posts on  the 
board 
Df      Willard    Pox.     professor    of 
education at  the  University, polled 
3.SM votes, and Monte York. Goodyear 
lire & Rubber Co chemist, received 
2,665 votes 
Att«<iat«d Pratt W«»ph«u 
Mo, Son. John L McCMon (LVArfc.) kwi'i practicing i 
fences. Ne* h ho playing 'horsie'. He's juti trying *• get now 
a police borrkocle in Washington, D.C. le get to a meeting. 
. J/The K> Now,, 7. 1»7J 
for students' sake 
John Doering, Student Body Organization (SBO) coordinator of 
Academic Affairs, must not let the concept of academic bankruptcy die 
at the University. 
Academic bankruptcy allows a student to remove an entire quarter 
from his or ber transcript by notifying the dean of his or ber college 
before the last four weeks of the quarter. 
The policy was first proposed by Doering last spring but was tabled by 
Faculty Senate for further study. It was announced Monday that the 
Academic Policies Committee will recommend to Faculty Senate that it 
not adopt the policy 
Faculty Senate opponents of the policy said last spring it would 
undermine standards of academic excellence. 
First, it is doubtful the policy would be abused because courses taken 
during the quarter removed would have to be retaken to get credit. 
It's difficult to believe a student would drop a quarter's grades because 
of sneer laziness if it was necessary to retake the courses for credit. 
The reasons for academic bankruptcy are legitimate. Truaumatic 
emotional hassles, family problems, pregnancy or even immaturity may 
often impair a student from finishing a quarter. 
The policy was designed to help only students with problems beyond 
their control. 
It is wise that Doering has decided not to propose academic bankruptcy 
before Faculty Senate in the near future since its chances of passage are 
slim. 
However, Doering must keep the dying proposal alive. Faculty Senate 
members must realize that students occasionally run into problems 
beyond their control. 
Students are also people, not mere products of academic excellence. 
keep daylight savings time 
NEW YORK. N.Y.-As we've been 
told all our lives, there's a time to 
every purpose under the sun. A time to 
be born, a time to die. A time to set the 
clocks one hour forward, a time to set 
them back. 
We have had one melancholy week 
with the clocks, alas, set back. And 
night came early, the air smelted of 
frost and dinner was terribly late. 
Watching the drab day fade to sullen 
dusk, a word from along-ago course in 
botany lodged itself in my mind. 
Heliotropism. Ugly, as Greek words so 
often are. But the meaning is lovely. 
Heliotropism is the instinct in every 
leaf, flower and tree that turns it 
toward the sun It's a yearning (or light 
and warmth 
PEOPLE are heliotropic, too. And 
never more so than now, at the fag end 
of autumn, as our tired plot of earth 
turns away from the sun. 
Were we creatures of logic, we'd 
have set our clocks forward. Forward 
to snatch a few Meeting rays of light in' 
the late afternoon to ease the chill of 
our homeward journeys 
Then, when the numbing rains of 
November begin, 6 o'clock would see a 
few spangles of light still in the sky. 
WEATHER experts say we may 
expect a hard winter The government 
says fuel may be rationed Now 
ecologists and a few legislators are 
beginning to press for daylight saving 
time all year round. I have been 
pressing for it, in good winters and 
bad, for the past 20 years. Call me 
Heliotrope. 
To survive the upcoming winter, we 
must reduce our fuel consumption at 
least 3 per cent to 5 per cent. Chilly 
homes and power cuts are inevitable. 
We complain of brownouts in summer 
because they dim our lights, stall 
elevators and take the cool breeze out 
of our air conditioners. 
In winter tbe punishment will be far 
harsher. Being too cold always hurts; 
being too warm is a bearable affliction. 
PERMANENT daylight saving time 
-aside from its wonderful 
psychological effects-would save con- 
siderable fuel. We might be spared the 
brownouts. 
I noted a few years ago that we need 
daylight saving in winter tbe way we 
need warm coats, snug beds, steady 
fires, hot toddies and six way cold 
tablets 
On mean winter days we are all lame 
dogs, glad to be helped over the stile. 
Let us not turn away from any plan 
that will lessen tbe rigors or sweeten 
the sorrows of a long bard winter. 
TBE TBEORY of year-round 
daylight saving is not new. It was 
talked about back in 1917 when the first 
federal law was passed, giving us 
"summer time'' for half the year. The 
farm bloc managed to force the law's 
repeal. (Cows and chickens didn't like 
it Or so the farmers said. I 
During World War II we had all-year 
daylight saving from 1M2 through 1945 
Somehow, the cows and chickens met 
their production quotas and the 
farmers adjusted 
The Pand Corp, we now hear, is 
studying the ways permanent DST 
might change our lives, for good or ill. 
And Sen Adlai Stevenson III 11)111 I is 
supporting a bill to advance our clocks 
for one full year on a trial basis 
IT ASTONISHES me that anybody 
could doubt tbe need for permanent 
DST. We no longer begin our working 
day at 6 a.m.. as our forebears did We 
no longer go to bed with those blessed 
cows and chickens But we live like 
moles in winter and our eyes need to 
see those last lingering streaks in the 
sky 
Let there be a kindly light to see us to 
the subway and show us what kind of 
day it has been. 
Give us a few more glints of pale sun 
to  illumine  the  exodus  from  shop. 
school and office, and remind us how 
tbe light of common day excelleth the 
darkness. 
RETURNING to standard time is 
always a wrenching business But the 
wrench seems more brutal this year, 
perhaps because this particular 
autumn is already steeped in a historic 
melancholy, a gloom we've never 
known before 
As I journey to the post office 
through the damp leaves, simmer 
under the hair dryer, admire the jewel 
tones of the autumn fruits on Second 
Avenue, one subject insistently 
obtrudes and will not go away 
"I never trusted him when he was 
Vice President and I don't trust him 
now." says the man who sells me three 
pale, hard persimmons for $1.50 
"Sure, I voted for him last time ..but 
now he's got to go." 
OP COURSE, there are defenders A 
lady with blue hair speaks of "the 
President's troubles" and adds, "He 
just wasn't firm with his people " 
I am reminded of Mr Scope, a deep 
politician." in Fanny Burney's novel. 
"The Wanderer." 
Speaking of France in the revolution. 
Mr. Scope says, "Nothing is very 
strict Mr Robespierre. 1 am told, L 
not very exact in his dealings '' 
Copyright 1173. Lot Aageles Tunes 
agnewism a religion 
*B SV-\. V, M t 
n«Dwmtif»T 
It is our duty, not a pleasure, to heed 
the fallen preacher's sermonizings 
Now we realize the impurity of Spiro 
Agnew s motive-he preached against 
welfare chiselers in order to cash in on 
a political chiselers deals 
But some Agnew sympathizers say 
that, having "saved" others, himself 
he could not save They rush in to tell 
us that the .i.eaeher s fall does not 
discredn his gospel Even if the 
Cause's spokesman was a crook, the 
Cause still has its claim on us. 
TBEY ARE right, in some measure 
A thousand priests-or even a hundred 
Popes-do not, necessarily, make a bad 
religion i Yet so much corruption near 
the oracle of purity does raise a 
question in Men's minds I But what 
intrigues me now is the use of this 
religious symbolism around the Agnew 
fall 
One such acolyte, even while 
admitting his leader's sins, says that 
he does so knowing that "though he 
proved to be a physician who could not 
heal himself, in his words as uttered 
over four years there were rocks of 
truth"-against which rocks, the 
follower seems ready to say. the Gates 
of Hell cannot prevail. 
This apologist ends with a prayer 
that Agnewites will maintain their 
Agnewism "with faith, with hope, and 
with charity " 
IT IS not, perhaps, so astounding to 
find the Agnew mission cast in 
evangelistic terms He often seemed to 
speak for American infallibility 
He attacked those who criticized 
their own country, he said it was a 
tune to think and say only good things 
about America Love of country 
meant, for him, flattery of one's 
country 
That is a position hard to maintain 
toward a messy, noble, but stained 
human existent, like any nation-like 
any man Boswell loved Dr. Johnson, 
so he did not have to praise him in- 
cessantly -he loved him in his entirety, 
even with his unlovable aspects 
BUT THOSE who make a religion of 
their country-instead of a love affair- 
must constantly prove that the oracle 
will never err 
America, in the Agnew religion, had 
to be spotless-or else men would not 
love her Anyone who discerned even 
one spot in her spotlessness was a 
hater, not a lover. America's enemy, 
not her friend. 
The odd thing is that those who so 
"theologize" our patriotism neglect 
the very theology that feeds then 
unages In this religious ambiance, a 
conviction of sinlessness is the 
ultimate sin Those who feel they have 
to flatter their country are. in the last 
analysis, flattering themselves 
AND TBAT is the very definition of 
vice of the pride that leads to fall-in 
the theological world on whose rhetoric 
Mr Agnew depended. 
The saints of Western Christendom 
were those who arrived, sincerely, at a 
basic 11 uih that they were sinners. No 
other truth was available to them, in 
starting to lead a spiritual life 
They were not dealing in metaphor 
or gratuitous self-abnegation They 
were simply stating, in their own eyes, 
the obvious-that the way to get in 
touch with reality is to know how 
flawed and broken every man, every 
human thing, is. 
And what applies to man himself is 
doubly, trebly, indefinitely, more true 
of men's powers where less than noble 
mutual interest aggregates their 
efforts at control and acquisition 
DOES THIS sound preachy'' Sure It 
is But Agnew sounded preachy while 
undermining this kind of stark self-as- 
sessment He preached a gospel of 
mutual flattery, of national sinlessness 
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and self-gratulation-in short, of pride 
If that is the case, then his message 
was not pure, whatever impure 
motives he had in propounding it The 
message itself was corrupting. 
After all, if we as a nation are urged 
to deny the very possibility of faults or 
errors in our policy or performance- 
defying the reality of all human 
failure then why should any individual 
like Agnew recognize corruption in 
whatever he does'.' 
IT WAS our duty to praise ourselves, 
whatever wc do. in the gospel of 
Agnew 
That is why the wrong approach is to 
say he fell from some high code, and 
preached salvation though he was lost 
He preached deception, as he practiced 
it 
And we will fall, as he did. if we fool 
ourselves as effectively as he fooled all 
his followcrs-and himself 
Jl 
I WAS TAKING THE 
TAPES OVER TO 
JUDGE SIRICA... 
..WHEN I WAS JUMPED     . 
BY A PARTISAN MUGGER.' 
BUT I HAVE A CERTAIN 
QUALITY... I REMAINED 
COOL.' 
I RESCUED ALL BUT 
TWO OF THE TAPES.. 
fP 
1} 
AND DASHED TO , 
SIRICA'S OFFICE! 
Why doesnr an 
ever bdlieve nv 
news Lerrers  
dormitory residents wait for action 
We are writing this letter in regards 
to the upkeep of the dormitory rooms 
We are residents of the McDonald 
Quadrangle, living on the ground Mum 
Upon arriving to the room for the 
first  time,  we  were quite dismayed 
africanism 
The executives of the Black African 
Peoples Association would like to 
make a few things clear to the public 
concerning the specific difference 
between an African and an Afro- 
American tor Black American' 
The bulk of the African People who 
came to this country came here as 
slaves and they were treated like 
, slaves On the other hand, the other 
people who came to this country came 
here because of the growing economic 
opportunities 
THESE other peoples had control of 
the slaves and called this country 
America and themselves Americans 
The African People living in the 
United States are just what they are- 
Africans If you choose to call them 
Afro-Americans or Black Americans 
tor if they prefer themselves as thatl. 
then what you are saying is that the 
origin of the people is slavery and they 
only have 400 years of history to their 
name 
BUT   WHEN   they   are   rightfully 
referred to as Africans, one is speaking 
of an African people who have 
contributed a great deal to history and 
will again in the future. 
Two concrete methods of identifying 
one's nationality are as follows: 11 The 
papers which one carries tie passport 
etc.) and 21 One's ancestral bearing 
Take for instance a person who is 
Jewish One does not refer to him as 
Jewish American but as a Jew 
IN ALL respect, all Black Peoples of 
the world are Africans, and should not 
be sterotyped as Afro-Americans, or 
Afro-West Indians or Afro-anylhing. 
This concept must become clear in 
our minds if we are to understand and 
appreciate our true heritage and our 
initial responsibility to our respective 
African communities 
Executives 
Black African Peoples Association 
when we looked out our window and 
discovered that our only view was 
bushes 
BELIEVE it or not. this obstacle 
makes it quite difficult to have any air 
circulating in the room, to say nothing 
of receiving any light. 
We took the matter to our hall 
director for the proper course of 
action. She told us the matter would be 
taken care of within the next week by 
the maintenance department 
She said she had already requested 
the bushes to be cut, and outside lights 
installed After waiting for several 
weeks with no results of the request, 
we took the matter into our own hands 
and removed the bushes as best we 
could 
AS OF now. the maintenance 
department has not taken care of the 
remaining bushes 
Now we have discovered an 
additional problem various types of 
insects inhabiting our room. Among 
these are spiders, beetles and 
silverfish 
ONCE AGAIN we made a trip to see 
our hall director for a solution to our 
new problem She gave us money to 
buy insect repellent for the time being, 
and told us maintenance would be 
notified to check on the situation. 
Sue instructed us to file a complaint 
at the desk, which we did We used the 
insect repellent immediately and since 
then, no action has resulted. 
For all they know we still might be 
overrun by bugs Evidently they ilon't 
care If this isn't apathy, what Is"      ; 
MAYBE this newspaper isn't the 
most proper course of action to file a 
complaint, but it seems that no one 
else listens to the grievances of thp 
students Perhaps this way we will at 
least receive some reactions ; 
Kathie \l •> 
Sharon Wisnej 
35 McDonald Nurlji 
campus bike ramps explained 
In her letter on Thursday, Nov. 1, 
Betsy Betham raises the question of 
why weren't students informed or 
consulted before the bike ramps were 
installed on campus I hope I can 
answer Betsy's question. 
The project of installing the present 
bike ramps originated with tbe Student 
Body Organization I examined the 
problem with the help of students from 
both within our organization and the 
student body at-large 
WE CAME to the conclusion that 
bike ramps were definitely needed and 
that we should work very hard for their 
installation as soon as possible 
Contrary to what you may want to 
believe Betsy, we desired the best 
possible ramps we could obtain 
However, after much study and 
consultation with the Director of 
Parking Services, and the University 
Architect, we realized that the high 
quality ramp we wanted would take 
well over a year to be installed. 
WE POUND this situation 
unsatisfactory to the present needs of 
'the ripoff society' 
The single most important crisis 
facing America today is that of honest 
political leadership, or rather tbe lack 
of it 
From City Hall to the White House, 
the citizens are. in modern vernacular 
being "rippedoff." 
MY ANSWER to this crisis is "The 
Ripoff Society" (Replace Incumbent 
Political Officials). If we are to rid 
ourselves of the entrenched, self- 
seeking pocket liners, this plague of 
political privilege, then voters much 
act in concert. 
The following is an example of bow 
to' 'ripoff "your congressman: 
1.  Register (or re-register) In his 
party so you can vote against him in 
the spring of 1874. 
2. If he survives tbe Primary, vote 
against him in tbe fall. 
I URGE voters to join in this 
movement. Not a party, there are no 
dues, fees or donations asked for. Only 
your vote and that might be your most 
precious possession 
Park Chapman 
Santa Ana, Calif. 
from the inside 
I would appreciate it if you would 
insert my plea into your school 
newspaper's    personal    column.    I 
the cyclists on campus « 
That is why you see the temporary 
ramps that have been installed to help 
ease the problem only until the plans 
for permanent ramps can be 
implemented. ; 
If you have any constructive 
opinions, Betsy, feel free to com* 
forward, at least we are trying 
Dennis Gra 
Coordinator of State and Communit; 
Affair, 
Student Body Organizatio 
desperately need communication wit] 
tbe "free world" in that it may be i 
great  benefit  in  preparing  for 
March. 1S74 release 
TBEY   SAY   people   are    loneQ 
because they build walls instead 
bridges. 
I'm an inmate at the Maru 
Correctional Institute in Marion, Ohijj 
I'm a student at tbe Ohio Stati 
University through the federa 
program "Project Newgaie" araj 
desperately need someone to sharf 
thoughts with and hopefully build a fe4 
bridges J 
Ronnie J. Simon* 
No. 135-411 
P.O. Box St 
Marion, Ohio 43301 
IV 
Missing signs concern council 
7, WT», TK. BO Nrai/V 3 
BySaeMyen 
Signs dominated the dis- 
cuuion at Monday night's 
City Council meeting as 
councilmen eipressed 
concern over missing signs 
and city administrators 
reported improvements 
Bowling Green is making 
with signs. 
Wesley Hoffman. Safety 
Service Director, reported 
truck route signs have been 
placed on Wooster Street. 
Mercer and Poe Roads 
directing trucks to the H.J 
Heinz plant on N Enter- 
prise The trucks will be 
routed from 1-75 north on 
Mercer, west on Poe and 
south on N Enterprise 
Su hospital signs have 
been installed Irom 1-75 to 
the Wood County Hospital 
Hoflman also reported 
THE CITY is planning to 
remove excess no parking 
signs Hoflman said so many 
close together in some areas 
creates a forest of signs 
Removing the extra signs 
will cut down the need for 
maintenance 
Councilwoman Waneta 
Rodeheffer said second 
ward residents are con- 
cerned about the replace- 
ment of signs that have been 
removed or destroyed. 
People love to steal stop 
signs and put them up in 
their rooms.'' Hoffman said 
Identification will allow 
Bowling Green to determine 
il signs found in improper 
places belong to the city 
He expressed concern 
about signs disappearing 
and noted that arrows for 
the recently installed bike 
signs have been moved and 
seme are gone. 
The larger the sign, the 
more challenge it is to some- 
one." be said. It's one thing 
to pull a prank, but it's damn 
dangerous to take a stop 
sign. Someone could get 
killed ." 
A larger, concrete Dave 
Wottle sign will be installed 
at the east end ol the city. 
Hoffman reported 
The 11 Penn Central rail- 
road crossings have all been 
completed and leveled off. 
Hoffman said, including the 
Ridge Street crossing which 
had caused problems. 
A NEW police car pur- 
chased by the city is inter- 
mediate size. Hoffman said 
Police will use it and if it 
works well, the city will go 
to that size for all cars. 
Councilman Thomas An- 
derson said some Belleville 
area residents were con- 
cerned that a duplex might 
be going into a one family 
dwellingarea 
Mayor Charles Bartlett 
: aid Housing and Zoning In- 
spector Charles Brough told 
him there was a building 
permit for a one-family 
dwelling at the site In 
question 
In other action, city 
department heads are 
meeting to come up with 
recommendations on how 
the city can conserve fuel. 
Bartlett said 
"We're taking a total 
look," he said, "to get in 
step with what may lie 
ahead 
Rodeheffer reported that 
fencing is being installed at 
Carter Park and the parking 
lot has been paved 
James McDermott. 726 
Keil Ct . said nine residents 
on Keil Court have been 
notified by the city that they 
will be assessed 91.125 for 
the installation of sanitary 
sewers     He    brought    a 
newsnotes 
Energy crisis 
WASHINGTON IAFI President 
Nixon, advised by a key aide th.il 
voluntary measures won l be enough 
to meet a mounting energy problem 
plans to outline new conaervaUOfl 
proposals, possibly in a television- 
radio address tonight 
Nixon scheduled a yesterday after 
noon session with his Cabinet to 
discuss energy shortages aggravated 
by a cut-off of imports of Arab oil 
And he will meet with Democratic 
and Republican leaders of Congress 
on the same subject this morning 
'Dirty tricks' 
WASHINGTON 1AP1 - The Senate 
Watergate committee was told 
yesterday of a cover-up Incident in 
Sen George McGovern'i California 
campaign organization The 
testimony came as the panel probed 
(or Democratic dirty tricks during 
the 1972 presidential campaign 
Committee counsel, meanwhile, 
were instructed to make a renewed 
effort to set up a meeting at which 
members of the committee could 
question President Nixon about the 
Watergate    scandal     and    other 
campaign activities 
Michael Heller, a 19-year-old 
Mount Hood. tire. Community 
i allege student, testified that he 
worked in the Democrats for Nixon 
headquarters in the l.os Angeles 
Jewish community 
McGovern workers in the same 
neighborhood helped distribute 
numerous anti-Nixon leaflets, he 
said including one he termed as low 
and dirty as you can get.'' 
Illegal drugs 
COLUMBUS 1AP) - The acting 
deputy administrator of the Federal 
Drug Enforcement Administration 
Mid yesterday the Latin American 
and     Mexican     Connections     have 
replaced the French Connection in a 
supplying illegal drugs to the I'nited 
States 
Andrew C Tartaglino. speaking al 
the Ohio Organized Crime Training 
Conference, said brown heroin and 
cocaine are entering the central and 
western states from south of the 
border 
Tartaglino said the new influx of 
drugs comes as a result of an East 
Coast heroin shortage 
Perk wins 
CLEVELAND (API Republican 
Mayor Ralph J Perk, continuing his 
tradition ol victories in a heavily 
Democratic city, won re-election 
yesterday by a 2-1 margin, hailing it 
as a triumph for bipartisan politics 
With 575 voting places reporting out 
of 641. Perk amassed 82,556 votes to 
the 49.442 for his late-entry opponent, 
city council clerk Mercedes Coiner, a 
Democrat 
petition to council signed by 
seven of the residents asking 
that storm sewers, not 
sanitary sewers be installed 
COUNCIL passed a reso- 
lution authorizing the trans- 
portation director to review 
traffic and determine a safe 
speed on Poe Road 
Hoffman said the speed 
limit would be changed from 
35 to 25 and it was prompted 
by a request from citizens 
Council also passed 
resolutions 
To transfer general and 
special funds to pay addi- 
tional expenses and salaries 
incurred by the city. 
Authorizing plans for ex- 
pansion and construction of 
parking facilities at City 
Park; 
Authorizing plans for con- 
structing shelter houses, 
refurbishing a barn and 
providing associated land- 
scaping at Carter Park. 
Authorizing plans for con- 
structing and improving 
buildings and facilities at 
City Park 
An ordinance providing 
supplemental appropriations 
lor current expenses for 1973 
was passed 
N«w.ph«.o by Mxheal G   0»rx 
inS lOnf This couple found o way to warm up quickly yostorday while 
out riding bikos in the mid-30 degreo weather. It sure boats 
Warmth steam hoot! 
Results differ in governor's races 
By the Associated Press 
Democrat Brenden T. 
Byrne swept to a landslide 
Victory in New Jersey, while 
the lead see sawed in Vir- 
ginia as returns mounted 
last night from the nation's 
two off-year governor's 
r ,ii es 
Conservative Republican 
Mills V. Godwin Jr. and 
liberal LI Gov Henry E 
llowell Jr . running as an in- 
dependent, took turns as top 
man in the close Virginia 
contest 
111 New York City, veteran 
Democratic Comptroller 
Abraham D Beanie easily 
defeated three opponents to 
capture the mayoralty held 
for eight years by John V 
Lindsay, who did not seek 
reelection 
The 67-year-old Bcame 
will be New York City's first 
Jewish mayor 
In New Jersey, where 
Byrne was headed for a 
margin of record-breaking 
proportions. Democrats 
claimed their victory 
stemmed from widespread 
voter dissatisfaction with 
President Nixon over the 
Watergate scandal and other 
matters. 
A similar claim came 
from Kentucky Democrats 
on a day that marked  the 
first major test of national 
sentiments in the year since 
Nixon's lowering 1972 
victory 
In Virginia, the IVm- 
ocrats had no candidate for 
governor though both of the 
contenders had spent most 
of their lives in Democratic 
ranks 
With 1,131 of 1.832 pre 
cincts tallied, the count 
stood Godwin 298.087. 
Howell 280.458 
Godwin. 58. was the 
state's Democratic governor 
from 1965 to 1969 but backed 
Nixon in 1972 and switched 
to the GOP this year. 
Howell. 53. won the state's 
\o 'i post as an Independent 
in 1971 
In New Jersey, the Byrne 
landslide was evident from 
ihe fust returns as the 49- 
year old former prosecutor 
.mil        judge       easily 
outdistanced    his   comet 
vative Republican opponent. 
Hep Chalres W Sandman 
Jr 
With489 ol 5.374 precincts 
tallied* the \oie stood Byrne 
I 11,66 - Sandman64.857 
Byi ne    will    iiicced 
moderate Republican Qov 
William T. lahill. who was 
Unseated   by   Sandman   ill  a 
bitter June primary iti.it 
created OOP woundi thai 
never healed 
LOW PRICES? 
KROGER'S GOT 'EM! 
Just look at all the great buys you'll find at Ktoget this week. Big savings in 
evety depaiIntent and coupons to help you stretch yout food dollar Af Ktoget 
we know that you tecogniie quality and value. We work very hatd. this week 
and evety week, to insure thai you gel both for the lowest possible price 
That's why we say. "Looking for Low Prices? Kroger's Got Em!" PLUS TOP 
VALUE STAMPS 
*«•   •..   II Hit 
KROGER 
Giant 
White Bread 
24-07 
LOAVES 
PRE BASTED GRADE A' 
Wishbone 
Turkeys 
ENRICHED 
All Purpose 
Kroger Flour 
65 
WITH COUPON AT RIGHI 
(10T014-LB 
AVG.) LI. 
(WITH VUE TEMP THERMOMETER)) 
COUPON SAVINGS 34c 
LMMt KRfaTOtfjJMl SS0lrW.au 
SERVE   N SAVE 
Skinless 
Wieners 
59 
GOLDEN RIPE 
Dole 
Bananas 
12 
QllllllllllMilMJ.IIIJ.I.Irl.l.l.lTiTMIIHIIIIi^ 
I    rOFF   I 
9A '•■■■in 
(Eictadaa leer. VVtae • Tobacco 
IPtUS DEPOSIT) g^ 
Royal o 
Crown Cola  .us 551 W 
Effective Nov. 5 thiu Nov 11, 1973 
Sublet to Applicable Tues 
THIS COUPON G0Q0 FOR 
400FF 
I HI PURCMASl 01 ANY I 11 
Canned Ham 
Subject to Applicable Tins 
C*       IHI PURCHASE Or ANY I II PttG 
Oscar Mayer Beef Wieners 
Effective Nov 5 thiu Nov 11, 1973 * 
iiniiBrrn. nn i :nin; ■mm.    < 
^llllllllll».!lkJJ.IIIJ.Ilif.T,r^T7ffaMIIIIIIIII0 ■    200FF   I 
'•   I TNt PURCHASE 0E ANY TWO I0Z P«CS 
Kroger Sliced Lunch meats 
Effective Nov. 5 thiu Nov 11.1973 
Subitct to Applicable Tim 
, 
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Dairy prices up, meat down 
Food Services notes changes 
ByMarcUCwik 
Current trends in food 
pices are affecting grocery 
(tores and also Food 
Services 
[ On tbe average. Food 
lervlces paid lower prices 
lor some cut* of poultry, 
fork and beef, variety meat* 
such as hot dogs and bologna 
and egga in October than 
September, according to 
Food Services purchasing 
records 
However, it paid more for 
some fish items and dairy 
products, which are still 
rising in price. 
Larry Helmick, purchas- 
ing agent for Food Services, 
attributes the drop in beef, 
Play to open at Forum 
' Paul Zindel's Pulitzer 
Prise winning play. The 
Effect of Gamma Rays on 
Man In-Thr Mimn Mari- 
golds.'' will open tonight at 8 
In the Forum. Student Ser- 
vices HldK 
The play, to be 
berformed by members of 
he University Theater, will 
Tun through Sunday. Curtain 
time for all performances is 
Ipm. 
Sunday's     matinee     has 
•AM <w**i 
Know Any 
Other Spa 
in this area 
Offering 
Special 
Student Rates? 
One Month 
'20 
IwoMgntfis 
Group Plan 
(3 or morel 
$30 
Start Now! 
BEE GEE 
IHEALTH SPAl 
i 7* 4 High Sti.     354 7271 
aW*****"**" M* 
HOT D061 
For The Besf In 
Coney Hot Dogs 
Hamburgers 
Chili ■ Soups 
Cold Beer 
Open 10AM to 1AM 
999 S. MAIN - 
Ph. 3520728 
"toute 5-9p.m 
Spaghetti 
vctti thsje-Qouijoto' 
1 19 Sou,  <w U..««, 
MELi/us 
l.m-TSIl lOGMMMN 
' Pi £ZA • So B&"5 PAfiHf iTl 
been canceled due to lighting 
complications. 
A spokeswoman at the Joe 
K. Brown Theatre box office 
said all performances are 
sold out. However, she said 
persons interested in seeing 
the performance should 
come to the Student Services 
HI (IK the night of the per- 
formance and sign their 
names on a waiting list. 
They will be admitted only 
if reserved tickets are not 
picked up. 
Persons may claim 
reserved tickets at the Joe 
E. Brown Theatre box office 
from II am to 3 30 p m 
pork and poultry prices to 
the great supply of those 
meats now available. 
"Right now we're in a 
' situation to get better cuts of 
meat less expensively, as 
choice meat is in abun- 
dance."he said. 
DURING the price freeze, 
he said, people learned to do 
without choicer cuts of 
meat, and aren't as eager to 
purchase them since tbe 
freeze was lifted." 
"People don't seem to be 
eating beef," Helmick said. 
I think their attitudes are 
changing in that respect " 
Ground beef experienced 
the most noticeable price 
drop of beef products. In 
September, Food Services 
paid 89 cents per pound for 
ground beef containing three 
per cent vegetable protein, 
and in October paid 83 cents 
per pound. 
From September to 
October, the price of fresh 
ham dropped from $1.39 to 
tl 24 per pound, and the 
price of bacon dropped from 
$1 49 to 96 cents per pound 
Poultry had the biggest 
price drops. Tbe price of 
chicken quarters purchased 
by Food Services in 
September was S3 cents per 
pound, but dropped in 
October to S3 cents per 
pound. Turkey breasts 
dropped from tl 95 to Jl 73 
per pound. 
Tbe price of hot dogs 
dropped from 99 cents to 90 
cents per pound from Sep- 
tember to October, and 
bologna dropped from 97 
cents to 74 cents per pound. 
THE PRICE of eggs 
during the first week of 
school was 62 cents per 
dozen, but has dropped to 56 
cents a dozen 
Helmick said these price 
drops will warrant a 
decrease in the price of 
individual menu items only 
if the drop is big enough. For 
example, the price of a 
serving of bacon in the 
cafeterias has dropped 10 
cents as a result of the 50 
cent drop per pound of 
smoked bacon purchased by 
Food Services. 
STOKELY 
(CARMICHAEL) 
SPEAKS 
WEDNESDAY 
NOVEMBER 7,1973 
105 HANNA HALL - 9:00 P.M. 
SPONSORED BY BLACK STUDENT UNION 
FREE - EVERYONE WELCOME 
Two great electronic calculators from 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
One for Basic 
Arithmetic $6995 One for higher 
Math $9995 
TI 2500 
The TI-2500 handles every- 
day math, the kind you use 
around the house or at the 
office. It makes balancing 
your checkbook fun. It makes 
short work out of totaling 
bills. It eases the tedium of 
figuring your own income tax. 
Use it to keep bridge scores 
or to find batting averages or 
square feet Once you've 
learned to depend on the TI- 
2500, you'll wonder how the 
family ever got along with- 
out it. 
SR 10 
The SR-10 breezes through household math, too. But that's just the beginning. It 
also provides a greatly extended capability. With simple, single-key operation, the 
SR-10 computes square roots, squares and reciprocals of numbers. If an answer 
exceeds eight digits, it's automatically converted to scientific notation (for 
numbers as large as +9.9999999 X 10", or as small as 1.0000000 X 10-";. For 
computing sines, cosines, logarithms and other higher matjt problems, use the 
simple methods in the SR-10 Owner's Manual. 
Bee Gee Book Store 
1424E.Wooster 
Across from Harshman 
Student Book Exchange 
530E.Wooster 
Parking in Rear 
"We're not in business to 
make money," be said. 
"Our ultimate goal is to 
breakeven." 
However, an increase in 
the price of individual menu 
items is not planned for the 
future, according to Mona 
Pugh, associate director of 
Food Services. 
"It's not in our plans, 
unless something 
unforeseen happens," she 
said. "We hope to decrease 
prices as we get decreases. 
Cheaper 
chow? i* 
or* fttWf chsfjar sn UtWvorswy HwsWlw «M 
in thm ctn o4 poultry, part and b*«4. 
Satisfactory/no record grading 
continued for freshman English 
Faculty Senate yesterday 
approved a motion to 
continue the satisfactory/no 
record grading system in 
Efiglish 111 and 112 
The motion, in the form of 
a recommendation to the 
senate by the Academic 
Policies Committee, allows 
the grading system to be 
used by the English 
department through fall 
quarter 1974 
Two other motions 
concerning     the    satis- 
factory/no   record   system 
were defeated. 
Proposed by the English 
department, one called for 
extension of the program 
through winter quarter. 
1975. with substantial 
numbers of students 
enrolled in letter-graded 
sections for measurement 
purposes. 
THE OTHER proposed, 
by the Ad Hoc Faculty 
Senate     Committee     to 
Evaluate Satisfactory/No 
Record Grading, called for 
tbe English department to 
return to a letter-graded 
system for a year, during 
which time a faculty 
committee external to the 
English department would 
evaluate the system.   . 
The satisfactory/lib re- 
cord issue occupied most of 
the nearly two-hour 
meeting, with much of tbe 
tune used for discussion of 
the three motions 
Drivers now being hired to meet increasing 
delivery requirements. Wages plus com- 
mission. 
Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza 
(Own car required) 
The system originally was 
approved at tbe Dec. S, 1972 
Faculty Senate meeting 
The English department was 
granted permission to use 
the system for a one-year 
trial period in English 111 
and 112 
The motion approved 
yesterday called for most 
English courses to return to 
a letter-grading system in 
winter quarter, 1974, and 
continue for one year, with a 
small number of students 
remaining in satisfactory/no 
record sections for 
. measurement purposes. 
An evaluation committee 
would issue a report after 
the one-year period and 
further decisions regarding 
the grading system would be 
made 
SENIORS! 
Only 3 days left to have your picture taken. 
Call 372-0086        NOW 
House 
Fabrics 
STADIUM VIEW 
PLAZA 
BRUSHED 
JERSEY PRINTS 
Exotic prints in deep,  rich 
late season   colors.   Add   a 
dress or  the  softess hos- 
tess pants to your wardrobe 
100%   triacetate  or   ace- 
tate/nylon blend   45" wide 
and washable 
rafularty Z49 yd. 
198 
Now JL             yd. 
Good Only 
SUNDAY 
NOVEMBER 11 
CONGRA TULA TIONS 
To Our New ACTIVE Bunch 
Elaine Blasko Patti Kohl 
Annette Cocita Fassie Lannum 
Debby Duffy Donna Mattern 
Janet Fleitz Jenny Murphy 
Sally Fresch Cathy Renkert 
Sue Hofer Connie Snyder 
Joanne Jadwisiak Sue Stoll 
Barb Jewell Ellen Szabo 
Jan Julander Linda Woodward 
Debbie Kindelberger Deb Zimpfer 
THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA 
I- ,1 /•/.•./ 
GreatScot 
: W<  
SIKIT 
HILLS MOTHERS . OAe     - 
INSTANT COFFEE   10 OZ 09 
S WITH THIS OM AT 1COT COUPON 
OOOOTHROUOHNOVIMM* U   II!] 
SWJW  
MM S121 
DETERGENT  *|  "     \ 
6 WliHIHiiOIIAt KOI COUPON 
OOOO THROUOH MO VI MCI ■ 11. I»T» 
■....'JlMMlvM.iH'.'O ; 
   I SffltW; 
SANDWICH BUS 
BAGGIES 150 CT. 49' 
WIIH TMil OM4I SCOT COUKJN 
OOOD TMWWOH MOVIMIII U. 1«T> 
f ..viiUlUJWMJtflVlUJIlftfllttJlMjS 
MUSSIIMAN'S 
APPLESAUCE MOr79e 
■RIAKFAST MINK 
TANG uor79C 
LIBIT CRIAM/WHOLI - _ 
KERNEL CORN 303l8e 
ITALIAN 
DRESSING. 
COMPARE ATSV 
HERE WE 60 AGAIN! PRICES YA CANT 
PASS UP! COMPARE THEM ALU *£ ^  
FRYER 
THIGHS 
MEAT LOAF 
FLAVOH1I5I 
HEN TURKEYS »«* 
SPARE RIBS 
FIECHTNER 
POLISH SAUSASE 
BEEF LIVER 
WHIPPED 
TOPPING 
KILLOGG SSUGAH 
COMPARE AT S3' 
HEINZ GOLDEN RIPE .4]   f*C    I I r 
BANANAS   .10        CATSUP 
AMAZING 
CRUNCH 
VICKS 44 REG. 11.29 
COUGH 
SYRUP 
FROSTED FLAKES ,0 0,63° 
• livis 
CAT FOOD .<>J6e 
SMUCKIR'SCRIAMT/CRUNCHY ■■*». 
PEANUT BUTTER    ,.oz58c 
MUSTARD 
OIEPFRIIS 
FRENCH FRIES     »<,, 55c 
POLAR POLTBAO _   /«»■■ 
VEGETABLES ....WOI 2/85c 
RICH'S 
COFFEE RICH        „oz44c 
COMPARE AT 73' 
NESTLES 
BIRDS IT! CLOROX 
COOL WHIP OT49e BLEACH C-PACK       OM.49B 
PILLSBURT SWIIT/BUTTIRMILK UBBT CUT 
BISCUITS »oJ2c GREEN BEANS 25c 
STARK 1ST CHUNK PUFFS __ 
LIGHTTUNA 39c FACIAL TISSUES...».„. 28° 
COMPARE AT 62' 
CHEERIOS. 
COMPARE AT 28 
COMET 
CLEANSERS 
GAIN 
DETEREENT 
OCIAN SPRAT 
KING 
SIZE 
WITH 
COUPON 
$129 1 
CRANBERRY JUICE,,o,69c 
TAYLOR SL.ICID/WHOLF. _ . 
POTATOES JtV 
VAN CAMP'S . _ 
PORK ft BEANS      ,4oJ8c 
RAOU J»*%. 
SPAGHETTI SAUCES OT 68° 
WI RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS - PRICES GOOD THRU NOV. 12.1973 
Great Scot 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
l<t*«/TK.MNm, 7, 1»73 
Alcoholic describes his recovery 
'"-dltor'i >nc   The fallowing 
article  It  the  second  la  ■ 
'oar-part    terlei    •■ 
Jcgbollsm   Part Three will 
-a tomorrow  Larry 
'I tn been la clote 
n    id   with   members   of 
I nholirs  Anonymous  tail 
»si     tammer.     He    baa 
iimdrd   meetings,  apakea 
with  membera  and  visited 
jails,  prisons  and  bospitals 
la aortbera Ohio. 
By I-arry Vlolaad 
Makeap Edltar 
Batch year rehabilitated 
ho' from all OUT the 
world gather in Akron, 
birthplace ol Alcoholics 
Anonymous. (AAI to salute 
the founders ol AA and to 
meet in fellowship with each 
other 
Last July I. 1.100 sober 
alcoholics "let in the 
Gardner Student Center at 
the University of Akron to 
hear Clancy 1 , a pro- 
fessional writer, tell his 
story of recovery from al- 
coholism 
The room in which Clancy 
spoke Is the size of two 
basketball courts and was 
hot and smoke filled 
Despite this, those 
assembled quickly became 
attentive when the speaker 
was introduced. 
"MY NAME is Clancy, 
and I'm an alcoholic Hi " 
"Hi. responded 1,100 
people Saying 'hi ' is an AA 
custom They all have 
something in common-a 
drinking problem 
Anecdotes were told, and 
the audience responded with 
warmth and humor Hut 
Clancy was only building the 
groundwork for his speech 
"Where would we be if we 
hadn't made the phone call 
(for help)''" he asked 
"Maybe with the aid of the 
federal government many of 
us would be in mental hos- 
pitals maybe I'd be in a 
mental hospital." he added 
Clancy said he could get 
drunk again 
I will keep doing things 
to keep it i drinking I from 
happening to me But I may 
get drunk again, "he said 
HEY 
PODNERS! 
WEDNESDAY  IS 
$ DOLLAR DAY $ 
Hamburger Platter 
and (pca\ 
1
. pound frishly ground pure bfltf, on a 
toasted sesame seed bun, trench tnts and 
iole slaw,  itrvtd with  Tht  Real Thing, 
CokM 
$1.00 
RFG. ,140 
I WE 40' 
300 EAST 
W00STER ST. 
GOOD ONLY 
■ 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT    Adm. $1.00 
CINEMAI 
■1 BO*. I IN;;   r.an-   . 
• TaOIUM   *t tit 
7:15 & 9:15 
IflJarTiVTi 
J»m&m 
'ISP«non 
■•'•NOW 
•'"mi   . 
LOOK ABASEMENT"  «) 
CINEMA n 7:15 & 9:35A 
NOW... LUil WEEK! 
rMt PICTURE VOUR NtlGHiOHS ARE TALKING AiOUl 
{Might just turn out to be this years sleeper and emulate thi 
Irunaway success of BIILY JACK.'':. 
WALKING TALL 
CLANCY spoke sarcast- 
ically of those people who 
lavored "instant cures" (or 
alcoholism. He added that 
an alcoholic's problem is 
alcohol, nothing else 
While sober. I felt terri- 
ble for the things I did. but 
then I'd know, even when I 
was sober, that I'd drink 
again," 
He spoke of loneliness and 
degradation which the 
alcoholic faces. 
"I  was on the faculty o( 
the University of Texas. One 
year later. I was in an 
insane asylum Eight 
months later, I was selling 
blood on skid-row to get 
money to buy booze." he 
said. 
Emotion filled the room 
as Clancy told of learning 
about his son's death while 
he was "out pitching a 
drunk Later,     Clancy's 
father told him he never 
wanted to see him again 
CLANCY     first     tried 
Alcoholics Anonymous in 
1949, and was in and out of 
the organization for the next 
seven years. In 1958. he 
returned to AA for the final 
time. 
"I was dying and I knew 
it." he said. "AA saved my 
ass." 
At that the audience 
roared with laughter They 
all knew AA had saved them 
just as it had Clancy 
Clancy found that hope 
existed, but he had to take 
positive action to solve his 
problems. He said doing 
nothing to help himself 
would get him nowhere. 
"You can't make ex- 
ceptions," he said. "They 
are a person's downfall, 
whether be is in AA or not." 
Speech over, the audience 
gave Clancy a standing 
ovation because they knew 
his story was theirs, just as 
their stories was his. 
They had been through the 
same thing together 
URC: chance to lend o hand 
By Margaret Sberaa 
The University Red Cross 
i URC I is busy changing the 
stereotype of the "typical 
college student " 
"I'm especially proud of 
what were able to do in con- 
tact with the community." 
according to Mary Lou 
Bennett, junior (Ed.) and 
URC president "Through 
work, people sec us out 
there They see that stu- 
dents do care and that we're 
not all hippies." 
URC was organized in 1969 
and now has 150 members It 
works directly with the 
Wood County American Red 
Cross chapter, and sponsors 
four main programs to 
provide members with 
means for community 
involvement, according to 
Bennett 
The first program in- 
volves entertaining 
residents of the Wood 
County Nursing Home on 
alternate Monday evenings. 
" WE PLAY bingo, sing 
folk songs, show movies, 
have parlies People who 
are bored watching tele- 
vision all day come to be 
with us." Bennett said 
They start singing and 
clapping It's a complete 
transition." 
On weekends. URC mem- 
bers work at the information 
desk of the Wood County 
Hospital, and offer a new 
service, babysitting the 
children of persons visiting 
patients (here 
The blood program con- 
sists nt bloodmobiles held on 
campus during fall and 
spring quarters each year 
WELFARE WEDNESDAY 
Buy First Drink at Reg. Price 
SECOND DRINK 1 5* 
IN THE COCKTAIL LOUNGE OF 
PEG LEG PETE'S 
"Decon" Giles on the Organ 
Thurs.. Fri. & Sat. from 8 p.m. 'til 2 A.M. 
945 S. MAIN ST. 
M k^ I &A k PECi < YWS/HS14 
PEACE CORPS 
and VISTA 
(two parts of ACTION) 
Announce the opening of new volunleer assignments in the 
U.S. and 60 developing nations 
The Winter Training Cycle runs Jan    Feb   March, but you 
MUST apply now to quality 
Former volunteers will be on campus 
Nov. 13 - 14 - 15 
University Hall 
Nov. 14-15 
Placement Office 
(Sign up NOW lor interviews! 
Especially needed are people with the following degrees: 
BUSINESS ADMIN.      CHEMISTRY 
E0UCATION NURSING 
BIOLOGY MATH. 
FRENCH 
CHERRY HILL 
(MANAGEMENT BY OWNERS) 
• Two bedrooms complete furnished 
apt. 
• Patio Areas With Gat Grills 
• Fantaitic Party House il'ooi table. Pintail 
mach, Fireplace. Color TV. Kitchen Facilities! 
• Indoor Pool (locker rooms) 
• Gas Hooting & Air Conditioning 
• Utilitios Paid, except electricity 
FALL ON A 4 PERSON RENTAL BASIS 
12 or 9 mo. Ltas*   $65.00 pe> person 
Married Count*  $195.00 per mo 
Unfurnished  $185.00 per mo 
RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY 
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD 
HOURS: 10-5 M0N.-FRI. 
SAT. 1-5 
853 Napolean Rd. 
Phone 352-6248 
"WE ASSIGN different 
jobs, take care of publicity, 
location and getting the 
tables," said Roily T. Mack. 
junior IA&SI and coordin- 
ator of the blood drive 
"There's so many little 
things that need to be taken 
care of before the actual 
drive " 
Mack said the blood 
drive's campus location is 
responsible for the large 
response received each 
year Last fall, 384 pints of 
blood were collected during 
the two days, breaking drive 
records for northwestern 
Ohio 
Bennett said the program 
not only aids the Hed Cross 
in obtaining blood but helps 
develop fellowship among 
organizations on campus 
"It's one of the best ways 
to get groups on campus 
working together " she said 
This year the bloodmobilc 
will be held today Irom 10 
am. to 4 p.m.. and 
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m., at the 1.1 .iiul 
Ballroom, Union 
DOONESBURY 
The URC's fourth project 
is to help the Wood County 
American Red Cross in its 
disaster service. 
Last spring, members 
spent two weekends in 
Toledo assisting in flood 
relief They served food, 
helped clean and organize 
the shelters and entertained 
the children temporarily 
housed there 
"WE ALSO do little 
things, like stuffing envel- 
opes for Easter Seals." said 
Bennett "Last year we 
tabulated a health survey for 
he Ohio State Department of 
Health We also did extra 
work on the city blood- 
mobiles." 
Membership in URC is 
open to all individuals in the 
University community 
There are no dues, but each 
member is required to work 
a minimum ol two hours 
each quarter to remain in 
good standing Bennett said 
it illRC) gives students 
a chance to go out and spend 
their free time well They 
can do it for a worthwhile 
cause," said Miss Bennett 
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1  Polio vaccine 
man. 
S   -ll.kr 
10 Bag. 
14 Lily plant. 
15 Willow. 
16 Mallei or coat. 
17 Leading lai.lv 
Is Twiniy. 
19 Control. 
20 Caroline, for one. 
22 Forfeit. 
21 Twilight. 
IS Poetically 
•ufficient. 
26 Vegetable 
washer: Var. 
31   Moved furtively. 
35 Onea: Sp. 
36 Pan ol RSVP 
37 _     one's oars. 
38 W.W. II >hlp. 
39 Former Army 
missilcman. 
41 Gardener's tool. 
42 Heavenly light 
44 Pewter 
ingredient. 
4rt Singer Home. 
46 Rip oil. 
47 Changed costume 
44 Tokyo beverage. 
51 Charged panicle. 
52 Snare of a ion. 
55 Severe critic: 
Colloq. 
59 Farm unit. 
60 Hebrew month: 
Var. 
62 Spanish pot. 
63 Four: Car. 
64 Duvalier'a 
country. 
65 Spare. 
66 Lord Avon. 
67 Barkley. 
68 Pan of the U.S. 
DOWN 
1 Can. prov. 
2 Dar  
3 Library'1 
function. 
4 Corny hits. 
5 Flertrir 
component. 
6 "* . can you 
•ee..." 
7 Twice, in mutir. 
8 Farmera'a need. 
9 Compoaer 
Harold. 
10 Sin awkwardly. 
11 Chrialmas. 
12 Landed. 
13 Shetland 
transpon. 
21  Littla  
23 Sooopa. 
26 Hollow sin 1 of 
graaaea. 
2? Beginning. 
28 Singer Lenya. 
29 Solved. 
30 Make happy. 
32 King Arthur's 
lather. 
33 Not a aoul. 
34 Prepare dough. 
37 Full name of a 
film dog. 
39 Toolh. 
40 Inlet: Sp. 
4S  Star. 
45 Nebraaka hub. 
47 Reacind. 
48 Aa well. 
50 Fine wool fabric 
52 Talk wildly. 
53 Corroaive. 
54 Kilmer subject. 
55 "Kiaa Me. " 
56 Swiaa Mist 
57 Verve. 
58 Called (with 
"up.") 
61  Apron part. 
by Garry Trudeau 
HI, TM*£i 
! YOU 6OING 
.      10 CAMBODIA. 
TOO' WHIM 
I'M OH A SEVEN DAY 
TEMPLE TDUf CM 60IN6 
TO SEE ALL THE OLD 
HISTORICAL TEMPLES , 
AND MONUMENTS.   1M I 
A NUT FOR THAT SOTT       I 
Of THINS! , 
HA. HA, HA, HA! 
wreu FOR THAT 
NUMBER ft HEE, HEE, HE£' 
EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT 
ALL rue HISTORICAL SITES 
IN CAMBODIA HAVE LON6 
SINCE BEEN DESTROYED By 
BOMBS AND FIREFI6HTSI 
Wmrm 
NO NO 
MY LIFE'S 
SAVIN65 
you 
SUCKS*! 
~<*®fe~ CL3SSIFIED —««*«- 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday. November 7.1973 
The BUS I' Veterans Club will hold a meeting .it the 
Northgate tomghl at 7 00 pm Interested Veterans are 
welcome 
The Sludenls International Meditation Society will 
hold an advanced lecture, open to those who practice 
Transcendental Meditation, tonight at 6 30 in room 
238 of Ihe Math Science Building 
The Students International Meditation Society will 
hold a checking meeting from 1-3 pm today in the 
Perry Room of the Union The meeting is open to 
those who practice Transcendental Meditation 
Outdoors Unlimited will hold a meeting tonight Irom 
9-IOpnt in the Wayne Room ol the Union 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold an Inter- 
denominational Prayer Meeting tonight at 6 W pm in 
Proul Chapel 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a 
Christian Booklable today from 9 am to 4 pm on the 
main lloor ol University Hall 
RIDES 
Girl needs ride to 
Chicago area for 
Thanksgiving break Call 
ChrU 372 1264  
Ride wanted to Lorain or 
Sandusky. Friday. Nov 
9 Will pay Call 354-68*3. 
Dune.  
Need   ride   to   Bali   I 
Mil n. ii' I ml I Nov 9th 
or 10th. Will help pay1 
Call Maridy. 372 4305 
Rade needed to the edge 
of downtown Toledo. 
specif itdlly to the Canton 
and Southered area. 
Tuesday mornings, to 
arrive between 8.00 and 
8:30. If you can help 
please call Debbie Wood 
It 373-3914 or write 404 
McDonald North Thank 
you 
Need rade to and from 
central Penna for 
Thanksgiving Will pay 
Call Katky. 2 1831 
Need rade to Georgia. 
Thanks break Call 352 
5355  
Rides available almost 
every weekend to 
Marion. Delaware. Gran- 
vilk. call 373-1131 
LOST AND FOUND 
Lost 3 mo old br puppy 
i male i. pt Sbepard. pt 
Collie, very lurry. Lost 
Wed Please find him 1 
call 353-8*37 We miss 
huii" 
$10 reward for the return 
ol beige wallet with all 
contents except money to 
Marcta Baits. 313 Johns- 
ton Hall or BG News No 
questions asked. 
(100 REWARD!' For 
return of 3 piece wedding 
ring set They have been 
in my family lor several 
generations A mean a 
great deal to me! Call 
Luna. 41*331 -6383 collect 
or contact BG News U 
any information 
Lost 5 toe black cat 
Please return! 352-0650 
mj WANTED 
Part-tune hourly help 
needed to code research 
data - arrange your own 
schedule For appoint 
ment call 373-3301 
belorei  
Domino's is now hiring 
drivers Must be 18 and 
have car $1 70 plus com- 
mission 353-5331 
Writers, photographers, 
artists,  journalists,  and 
anyone interested in 
working on EXIT Maga 
jine, a new weekly pubh 
cation lor the greater 
Toledo area, please 
contact Exit Publi- 
cations. PO Bos 25. 
Howling Green. Oh Ph 
353-8722 This magazine 
will be a new and 
refreshing periodical 
dealing with general arts 
and leisure A the science 
of activity.  
Need college girl to take 
care of 1 yr old Fridays 
only Call alter 5 30. 352 
6434  
Attractive young girls 
needed as waitresses 21 
and over Apply in person 
at Disie Electric Co 874- 
8649 
WANTED  
Female roommate 
needed winter quarter 
Haven House Call Rene. 
352-6192  
Need m rmmle WAS lor 
hie 3 blks Irm emps 354- 
4014  
Needed. 1 female room- 
mate to share apt. with 2 
other girls  3S2-937S 
Want used 35mm camera 
in good condition Call 
353-3*63  
Male needed lor three 
bedroom apt. 858 per 
month, prefer upper 
classman or Grad 
atssttlli. Call 353-41778 
SERVICES OrTERaM) 
Reliable Abortion Ser- 
vice. 34 hour service. 1 to 
34 week terminated by 
licensed certified ob- 
stetrician gynecologist 
Immediate arrange- 
ments will be made with 
no hassle Call collect 
214-631-1557  
Watch cleaning A repair- 
ing at THE WORKING 
HAND CRAFT 
CENTER. 313 Cooneaut 
Problems? Call 
CHR1STUNE 3630379 
any hour, any day 
PERSONALS 
Don't be forgotten. 
Seniors1! Pictures lor 
the yearbook are being 
taken this week only 
You have 3 days left. Call 
372-008* lor your appoint- 
ment 310 Student Ser- 
vices Building 
Congrats Ruse • Newly 
elected President of 
Gamma Mu Gamma 
Chee Omunga I Cbee 
Otnunga' What more 
could a Chee Omunga 
King ask lor than a 
harem full ol Chi O's 
Thanks to all ol you King 
Grainer 
Marcia Congratu- 
lations on going active in 
Alpha Phi' May it always 
bring you pleasure- 
Yours. Piggy 
Good Luck. Kappa Dolls. 
as you take your 
National TheSislerv  
Pegatha - Congratu- 
lations to you A Jim on 
your engagement What 
a Birthday present! 
Love. Pi. Barb. A Julia. 
Free   Kittens   to   good 
home 373-0019 or 352- 
74*4.  
1 week extension' Senior 
pictures ARE being 
taken this week. (But the 
photographer will NOT 
be back ever again) Call 
373-008* for your appoint- 
ment 310 Student Ser- 
vices Building 
You' Do you know that 
you can get leather laces, 
boot repair, heel plates, 
A shoe shines in a little 
shop across Irom 
Penney s' You should" 
131 S. Main Open late 
Mon.AFri UU8  
Congratulation! J.J. on 
your Delta Zeta activa- 
tion. Love. Your Roomie. 
FOR SALE 
73 Triumph Spitfire, 
great mileage Gene. 373- 
3734). 
Stereo AM FM radio, 
turntable and cassette 
player Ten months old. 
new needle and 
cartridge 1150 or best 
oiler Call Steve. 373- 
4783  
READY TO MOVE IN - 
71. 2 bed .furn 13x50 sit 
on lot with nat. gas beat 
Fenced in back yard, dog 
house Decorated to a T 
In beautiful, clean cond. 
362-8*1* attar 3  
Gibson SB 300 electric 
solid body guitar, ex- 
cellent   condition    8315 
Call 2-3248 after 5 pm 
61 Ford Econoline 
Window Van Ph 353 
4*34  
18*7 Ford station wagon, 
Country Squire, air. auto- 
matic. v-8. radio, heater 
Good condition 1730 
Call 354-3803 in early am 
or alter 9.00pm 
Panasonic AM KM FM 
stereo with BSR turn- 
table and cassette tape 
Air suspension speakers. 
Call 3-3*80.  
13 string Hofner guitar 
model 4*3 Call 3-3800 
Used furniture A ap- 
pliances Largest dealer 
In the area Also new 
furniture at prices you 
can afford Kline s Used 
Furniture A Antiques. 
1*1 Main SI. learner 
Mam A Rl 33). 
Rising sun Ohio 
3 bdrm unfurn apart, to 
sublet wntr A aprg qtrs. 
Call 353-8673 alter 5 pm 
House lor rent 1 girl 
needed 1 bit from 
Campus 351-4163 
Room for i girls 
beginning Jan. 1. $46 mo 
with cooking prWiMges 
353-3875  
Cherry Hill Village Apis 
Two  bedroom  fan.   A 
unfurn Quarter lease 
available to BG students 
Call] 
W,ir,„4m,. Navwnbw 7. 1*73. Th. M M.«/r^. 7 
Cho/r h/fs hard with gospel music 
By David Faafety 
I'm just your average 
white Catholic. My ex- 
perience with religious 
music had led me to believe 
that much of it was hope- 
lessly dry and solemn. I had 
heard of gospel music, and 
had even listened to it by 
way of those famous gospel 
performers, Leon Russel 
and Delaney and Bonnie, but 
hadn't thought twice about 
it. 
Review 
Sunday evening, however. 
I somehow found myself at 
the Recital Hall. School of 
Music While there, dreg 
Smith and the Bowling 
Green Gospel Choir picked 
me up. threw me against the 
wall and showed me what 
gospel music is all about 
It's been a long time since 
1 had such a completely 
satisfying musical 
experience. In fact, it was so 
overpowering tbal I still find 
it difficult to find words to 
do it justice 
THE CHOIR'S per- 
formance was straight- 
forward It came in and cut 
loose    with   the   spiritual 
Working It Out.'' and 
marched out while singing 
an equally moving spiritual. 
How  Tedious   and   Taste- 
Interview schedule announced 
iMdMWnminwIw, 
Gaacy Caaanhwii. 14, nntrn Ms star rank in rSa lay 
Scawtt Thursday frwn hss hsspHal bad In Darrart Irkm 
Mann, Wf, and M Kannady present th* award. 
Oaeroe naadad on* morn body* la join ha) star rank 
whan ha fall 30-faai from a traa lost May and was 
parafyxad. With Kannady's hasp, Gsarae eorned a matrt 
bodge in scholarship. 
Sign-up for the following 
job interviews for the week 
of Nov. 26 will be held 
tomorrow in the Second 
Floor Lounge. Student Ser- 
vices Bldg 
Sign-up for non-school 
schedules (business, govern- 
ment, agencies and graduate 
schools! will be held from 
11:30 am to 12 30 p.m and 
school schedules from 4 30- 
S.30 p.m 
A data sheet or resume 
must be turned in at the 
time of sign-up 
BUSINESS 
NOVEMBER 28 
Aetna Life & Casualty- 
Home office representative. 
Group Division and agent 
life division B any area 
Automatic Sprinkler 
Corp -Industrial & Techni- 
cal Sales Trainees BA BS 
any area. Industrial Fire 
Protection   Sprinkler   Svs- 
Omission 
The story in Tues- 
day's News on Sunday's 
Big Tune Wrestling 
match at Anderson 
Arena neglected to 
mention that the event 
was sponsored by 
Cultural Boost The 
News apologizes for the 
omission 
Spokesman says Soxbe owned 
stock in Mafia-linked company 
LOUISVILLE, Ky 1AP1 - 
Ally Gen -designate 
William Saxbe's spokes- 
person has acknowledged 
that Saxbe once owned stock 
in a Mafia connected slot 
machine firm. The Louis- 
ville Times said yesterday 
The copyrighted story 
quoted the spokesperson. 
William Holies, as saying 
Saxbe disposed of his Bally 
Manufacturing Corp stock 
after   learning  of   the   link 
! between it and a prominent 
: Mafia figure 
Saxbe was unavailable for 
comment on the story which 
said that in 1971. he owned 
600 shares, valued at $9,000. 
in the firm, a maker of slot 
and pinball machines 
HOILES, an admin- 
istrative assistant to the 
former Ohio senator, told 
the Times that Saxbe sold 
(he stock when "it was in- 
dicated to him that the 
former principals in Bally 
might have had some con- 
nections with organized 
crime " 
Hoiles said he was 
referring to reputed Mafia 
boss Gerardo Catena, who 
maintained major Rally 
holdings through an asso- 
ciation with two of the 
original shareholders. Abe 
Green and Barnel 
Sugerman 
In 1971. Bally and 12 dis 
tributors of its equipment 
were indicted on charges of 
conspiring to violate federal 
anti-racketeering laws by 
using interstate commerce 
facilities   to   ship   pinball 
Shakespeare films begin 
The lirst film In a series 
■ entitled    Shakespeare  and 
[he  Movies    will  be  pre- 
sented tonight at 8 pjj   in 
230Math-Science Bldg. 
The ' eight-film    series. 
; sponsored  by  the  English 
department    and    Student 
\ctivities.  will  begin with 
, A Midsumer Night's 
Dream.'' starring Mickey 
Hooney and James Cagney 
"Hamlet" will be shown 
Nov.  28 at 8 p.m   in 210 
Math-Science Bldg 
The other movies include 
Othello.''     Jan      23. 
"Twelfth Night." Feb. 13. 
"Macbeth." March 6. 
"Henry V," April 10, The 
Taming of the Shrew." May 
1. and "Julius Caesar" on 
May 22. 
All films are free and open 
to the public 
machines to Louisiana 
FOUR distribulors were 
convicted but Bally was ar 
quitted after its attorney 
argued that the firm had no 
control over use of Ihe 
equipment 
A I'.S Senate Judiciary 
Committee staff member 
lold the Tunes by telephone 
yesterday   the   committee 
had heard of these con- 
nections" but hadn't had an 
opportunity to look into the 
matter 
The staff member. Tom 
Susman. said the committee 
probably won I be able to 
probe Saxbe's background 
unless the Senate decide > ,.> 
postpone the vote on his 
confirmation 
terns B Bus Adm or Oeo 
Business Automatic Spnnk 
ler Corp is basically in Ihe 
construction industry 
Wallace Business Korms. 
Inc -Sales Representative 
It Mklt or Bus  Adm  inter 
ested m sales career 
Oscar Mayer- 11   Acctg 
Ind lech . Oper Mgml 
Mklg lor Sales Train 
ee Operations. Accounling& 
ind Technology 
NOVEMBERS 
Republic Steel Technical 
tnociatei B Engineering or 
Science area or lmi Tech. 
Operatlooi Assistant! 
11 Non-Technical General 
Business Area Accountants 
B Accounting QPA2.8 
The Hlgbee Company \s 
ilstanl Department Mana 
uer Trainees in Merchan- 
dising B Mkly . Mgml, Re 
laiim^. Home ESconomlcs 
Burroughs Corp       Mar- 
ketlng Management Train- 
ee High Achievers with B or 
M   m   Business   Adminis- 
tration   MM lor Marketing 
Representatives 
Marathon Oil Co   B, MBA 
lor Financial Analyl Acctg 
Vnalyst, Auditors, Personnel 
Rep Mgml & Information 
Systems Please see Mara- 
thon Brochure "Beneath the 
Surface" prior to interview 
Touche-Hoss & Co -B, M 
in Accounting June grad- 
uates onlv 
Moore Business Korms 
B any area for Sales Repre- 
sentatives   December grad- 
uates only 
MagMVOX -Canceled 
NOVEMBER 10 
Marathon Oil Co -Same as 
November 29 listing 
SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES 
NOVEMBER II 
1 s Navy Recruiting Dis- 
trict-Representatives avail 
able in University Hall and 
the Placement Office Nov 
28 30 
NOVEMBER 30 
tlneida City Schools-B. 
Bus Educ w shorthand. 
Alpha Shorthand. Office 
Practice. Typing I 
Secondary area and Elem 
welcome also. 
less" Between the two 
songs was a program of 
hard-driving and utterly 
joyous music 
And when the folks say 
"gospel." they mean it This 
concert was built around 
hymns of praise The choir 
sang about the joys of being 
saved Between songs. 
Director Greg Smith talked 
about Jesus with the force 
and conviction of a fiery 
camp-meeting preacher 
The beauty of the concert 
and the music itself, though, 
lay in the fact that the re- 
ligion was not overbearing 
The choir didn't try to say. 
"Look, this is the way it has 
to be " Instead, it just tried 
to convey the sheer happi- 
ness fostered by Its religious 
experience 
I have seen very few musi- 
cal styles that convey their 
purpose so completely. I 
have seen very few 
musicians so caught up in 
the spirit of their music 
All the songs proclaimed 
triumph and happiness, and 
all were performed with the 
hand clapping. foot- 
stomping enthusiasm At 
times I wondered if the 
building could contain all the 
energy 
choir 
produced    by    the 
THE VOCAL energy was 
further enhanced by tre- 
mendous piano and drum 
work Derrick Roberts, 
senior iMus Ed 1. and Rev 
Jobie Lewis kept up rolling 
keyboard lines, while drum- 
mer Tun Houpe played with 
a skill and finesse I have 
rarely seen 
Featured on all songs but 
one. the soloists were 
similarly impressive Each 
had the ability to step 
forward and command 
attention This was nothing 
simple considering the 
powerhouse that backed 
them up 
This ensemble has built 
quite a reputation for itself 
I now can see why Smith 
has put together a group of 
musicians powerful enough 
to appeal to anyone who 
wants their music to pick 
them up and make them 
happy 
I wouldn't be surprised if 
ihe gospel choir even made 
some of the stern old ghosts 
of composers who lurk in the 
Music Bldg crack a smile 
— SALE — 
Afghan hand-made leather, 
embroidered Sheepskin lined 
Coats and Vests 
'34.95 to '84.50 
WORLDLY   MODS 
'«ii 1.1  WOOSTBR ST. 
M I DSI llO'l 
aauaaoaaut 
Kohl Hall 
EARLY BIRD CHEF 
BREAKFAST COOK (fulltime) 
WAITRESSES (Housewives, etc.) 
EARLY BIRD SHIFT (6 a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
FULL TIME 
DISHWASHER ■ COOK TRAINEE 
(NIGHT SHIR- Part Time) 
Top Pay & benefits in B.G. Need 
experienced or with a sincere desire to 
learn, (and dependable people). Paid va- 
cations, uniforms, meals, paid insurance. 
People who are motivated to advance in 
food service will be shown preference. Equal 
opportunity employer. Apply in person at 
■ 
WOUMHO 
JowmonS 
1628 I; WOOSTER -332-0709 
QUARTS 
ARE BACK!!! 
For tonight only, we have 
500 quart cups in stock. 
Tonight only. 
Domino's Pizza 
Quart cokes 25$ 
352-5221 
CONGRATULATIONS NEW 
ALPHA GAM ACTIVES! 
Barb McKown 
Char Hebron 
Sharon Lucas 
Marti Nye 
Mary Gavagan 
Sue Millar 
Sherry Adair 
Mary Beth Kaiser 
MaryJoO'Conner 
Mary Helen Framme 
Terry Pumpa 
Jane Holthaus 
Nancy Van Schoor 
Cindy Diotole 
WE'RE GOING "NUTS" OVER YOU 
GUYS — YOUR SISTERS 
U A Q CAMPUS 
MOVIE 
minims 
little 
ELLIOT GOULD DONAl DSUIHf 111 AND Al ANAHKIN 
Kenny White 
Nehlen gains scapegoat image 
BUI Peterson. Norm Van Brocklin. Chuck Knoi, Chuck 
Fairbanks. Chuck Noll and Don Nehlen have at least one 
thing in common 
They all belong to the fraternity of coaching football 
teams with one stipulation required of the job-construct a 
champion 
The job is easier said than done since after the main goal 
is reached other luxuries and pitfalls are inherited Many 
times though, the pitfalls out weigh the luxuries because 
building a champion is a monumental task, particularly in 
the eyes of the public 
Many tunes the finger of guilt points out the villlan of a 
team's progress-good or bad The head coach is usually the 
recipient of the touch of death 
THE PEOPLE who buy the tickets can sometimes play an 
important role in the security of a coach's job The fans 
want one thing for the price of a ticket and loyal devotion-a 
winner The coach is responsible for whatever happens as 
far as they are concerned 
If a winning team is not produced in a specific period the 
devotees become disenchanted with the coach. For some 
strange reason, the players are never held responsible for a 
team's failure Therefore, the coach becomes the 
immediate scapegoat to absorb the excuses for failure 
In the case of Falcon football coach Don Nehlen, he has 
inherited the scapegoat image He receives the blame when 
it comes to pointing the finger at the cause for the Falcons' 
mid-season downfalls that follow one of their patented swift 
beginnings 
Even with his "No 2" label hanging above his head after 
finishing second in the Mid-American Conference two years 
in a row in addition to some questionable coaching over the 
years, the guilty finger can not solely be pointed in Nehlen's 
direction 
This statement can be supported by the drastic change the 
Falcon skipper underwent after last year's yo-yo campaign 
The motto around Orange Country was "The Year of the 
Team'' There was a group of seniors, who as sophomores 
were the darlings of the league, a new offensive look and the 
most important change, a new Nehlen 
Anticipation rose high after the Falcons posted an 
impressive win over still winless Syracuse. The Falcons 
displayed a stingy defense and a renovated offense 
There were three straight wins with two of the comeback 
variety that alone gave enough indication that the Falcons 
were flying high and strong. 
Kent State and Miami stood in the way of BG's great 
start But as quick as one could wink an eye. all the 
projected greatness dissipated. Two straight losses turned a 
fun trip into a living nightmare 
NEHLEN, probably the most celebrated person in town, 
became the most talked about figure when it was time to 
find reasons for the gridders' annual turnabout 
It wasn't new for Nehlen to be on the spot because last 
year a scandal erupted when his team became discontented 
with his techniques and demanded a change in his style of 
play 
It seemed Nehlen had doctored his team by changing from 
a conventional conservative coach to a gambling 
commodore. In addition, he put a crowd pleaser on the field. 
It looked like Nehlen would finally shed his No 2 tag 
But the wheels of success once again did an about face 
against a man struggling to build a champion as well as be a 
winner himself. 
The loss to Kent State in their backyard and a lackluster 
performance against Miami in front of the home devotees 
prompted the beginning of the mob blaming Nehlen for the 
Falcons' misfortunes. 
An old saying states a coach can only do so much This 
was apparent in the games against Marshall and Ohio 
University 
In those games. BO seemed to struggle for survival with 
some outstanding efforts by its personnel. And with two 
games remaining one could almost predict the outcome 
The natives now are crying for new blood because for five 
years they have been given nothing but promises. Don't be 
surprised at any move Nehlen makes at the season's end 
because be too is fed up with preseason promises 
Now comes the soul searching for answers as to why he 
could not produce a winner with the material available How 
come one cannot be a winner after conforming in many 
ways? 
Before the finger can be pointed in Nehlen's direction, it 
should be clearly understood that he has been a victim of 
circumstances in this, one of his most trying year's as a 
coach 
After the Miami defeat there was nothing left to the year 
but a respectable record and Nehlen, battling to maintain 
respectability 
His feelings were evident as he almost cried after the 
game as he tried to figure out the turn of events. 
As the season closes there will be no headlines on how he 
has changed or attempted to alter the Falcons' ways The 
reason? The Falcons were supposed to be winners but now 
they are struggling to keep from sinking 
Just think if they had won the crown 
Now all the dreams have vanished and probably the only 
satisfaction Nehlen will get this year is knowing how hard 
he tried to produce a winner But that became an even 
tougher task to accomplish after the players gave up a 
sinking ship before he did 
Like I said, how much is expected of a coach? Nehten inherit* scopegeol knag* 
Booters trample Toledo, 7-0 
The BG Newg 
Wadnrndoy, November 7. 1973 P09.I 
By Din GarfleM 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Three penalty-kick goals 
by tri-captam Dave 
Dyminski in the first half 
killed any thoughts of a 
Toledo upset yesterday as 
the Falcons ripped the 
Rockets, 7-0, on a cold and 
windy afternoon at the BG 
soccer field 
Playing scoreless ball for 
the first 15 minutes of the 
game. BG scored its initial 
goal when Dyminski tallied 
the first of three penalty 
boots, resulting from 
infractions inside the TI' 
penalty area 
The 6'J senior All 
American   drilled   In   two 
more penally shots midway 
in the half as the Rockets' 
serious scoring threats 
tapered off. 
Halfback Bart Hayden and 
forward Jan Fedorcak 
connected for the Falcons as 
mix-ups in the TI defense 
allowed BG to penetrate its 
lone 
First-half goalie Gary 
Palmisano saved 10 shots, 
while the Til netkeeper 
saved 12 
BG COACH Mickey 
Cochrane went freely to his 
bench for replacements 
early In the second half The 
defense led by Glenn Just 
Dyminski and Hayden held 
the  Rockets  In  their own 
Mark Giover 
Consistency key 
to icers' future 
The prevailing thought after the Falcon icers' sizzling 
debut last weekend is that it will be all downhill the rest of 
the season 
The fact the hockey team blasted the University of Guelph 
110-0 Friday and 11-0 Saturday) does not justify rumors that 
have been circulating around Falconland 
Fans who witnessed the opening games, and even those 
ho didn't attend, are jumping to the same conclusion The 
majority decision seems to be that this is the University's 
best hockey team 
UNDOUBTEDLY this is a fine squad of skaters When you 
bomb a Canadian team the way the Falcons did. you have to 
be doing something right But a few aspects must be 
considered 
Bowling Green played a Guelph team genuinely confused 
with American collegiate rules In Canada, it is illegal to 
pass over a blue and a red line as the BG players did 
The Gryphon players literally were running around like 
participants in a Chinese fire drill as they tried moving their 
offense while confused by the rules. Such confusion makes it 
easy for any opposing team worth its salt to score as the 
Falcons did 
Tm not trying to make excuses," said Guelph coach Bud 
Folusewych regarding the rule differences after the 
weekend romps 
Chances are that Folusewych was making excuses, but 
the gripe about rule differences carried genuine validity 
Another aspect to remember before rating this team so 
highly is the Falcons have only dented their schedule One 
look at the upcoming opponents is enough to make any coach 
humble 
NOTRE DAME. Boston University and Michigan Tech 
loom as threats These squads are capable of playing some 
of tbe nation's best hockey 
Even coach Ron Mason is careful about becoming too 
overconfident 
"I know there will be nights when I will really be sad." 
said Mason after the Guelph victories "The competition 
will get a lot rougher." 
Over confidence can be a stern enemy to a team The 
Falcon skaters must overcome any tendencies toward over- 
confidence in order to play the kind of hockey of which they 
are capable 
ASIDE from Guelph being confused, the fact remains that 
they were simply outclassed If anything, the brilliant 
execution of the Falcon icers led to the Gryphons confusion 
To call this team a good one is a factual statement; but to 
call them the best is going overboard 
They are capable of being the best, and there is only one 
way to prove thai consistency 
territory for most of the 
first 10 minutes of the 
second half 
TU penetrated the BG side 
of the field three times 
before Rich Cotton boomed 
a goal in and out of the net so 
fast referees had to talk it 
over before awarding the 
BG forward the goal The 
ball zipped past the TU 
goalie and hit one of the 
metal supporting bars 
behind the net, sending the 
ball back into the Meld of 
play 
Afler Cotton's score. 
Cochrane relied on the 
bench to carry the Falcons 
offensive punch The 
Rockets, having brought 14 
players, had almost 
everyone playing the entire 
game 
Bill lleyne. replacing 
I'alnusano in the second 
hall, made the games shut 
out-saving catch when he 
stopped Toledo's Mike 
Syroka's one-on-one break- 
away shot The junior goalie 
came out of (he nets to stop 
the shot Syroka was called 
for interfering with lleyne 
and afler arguing with the 
official   was  ejected   from 
Ihe game. 
The Imal tally of the game 
rainc with 2Ti seconds to go 
when two-year letterman 
Jeff Aingworth took a pass 
from Hayden anil drilled it 
home for the seventh Falcon 
goal 
Finishing 9-1 for the 
regular season, Ihe BG 
booters broke four records 
in yesterday's contest The 
Falcons established the 
record for the most goals in 
one season with 38. breaking 
the mark of 33 set last year. 
The TU blanking marked 
the fifth team shutout of ihe 
season, breaking the record 
of four set in 1969. 1971 and 
last year Limiting the op- 
position In seven goals this 
season established  another 
BG defensive mark 
Both BG goalies get credit 
for the shutout It is the. 
fourth one of (he year for 
I'alnusano. breaking Ihe 
mark he set last year with 
three Gary Kovacs also had 
three in 1969 
Overall we did a good 
job The first 15 minutes of 
Ihe second half we played a 
good defensive game." said 
Cochrane before his players 
can icd him off (he field 
Cento cops MAC 
defensive honor 
Falcon middle guard Bill Cenla was named the Mid- 
American Conference defensive player of Ihe week 
yesterday 
The six-fool senior had 19 tackles, including 10 solos, in 
last weekend's 24-23 loss to Ohio University at Peden 
Stadium 
Cenla. who has played five different positions during his 
three varsity seasons at BG. has made 34 solos tackles and 
assisted on 32 others this season. 
He converted to a middle guard as a junior As a back-up 
fullback his sophomore year. Centa gained 110 yards in 29 
attempts 
flleei the  ,f*ic©t-*.. 
Senior captain Mike 
("Bronco ") Bartley. owning 
or sharing 11 team records, 
is starting for the Falcon 
icers Most prominent of 
these marks is the right- 
winger's career goal pro- 
duction (96 goals in 101 
games I 
Bartley. of Sanna. tin 
Urio, was voted Most Valu- 
able Player and Outstanding 
Forward for his efforts on 
last year's squad He also 
was voted to the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion's second team last 
March 
"Mike is one of those 
quality kids that comes 
along every once in awhile 
and we are fortunate to have 
him." says coach Ron 
Mason 
'Bronco' 
■wAsasAMtygJaaeA 
Same* Forward J«M Mr* worth (with fievee) ho. a Teredo man oN eve* him m 
CnntQCt yaatetdoys aarttie. The 5-9 Ufl wiftfer scared his second gaed of the seaeen 
wr»h 25 seconds I. «• in the gome (• finish a 7-0 easy victory r«f the locker.. 
BG lady stickers lose 2 of 3 
Bowling Green's women's 
field hockey team was de- 
feated by Eastern Michigan, 
1-0, last Thursday. 
Tbe lady stickers lacked a 
consistent offensive punch 
and fell victims to the tough 
Eastern Michigan squad 
which had 18 shots on the 
goal. BG goalie Marianne 
Vest blocked 1? of the 
attempts, but it was not 
enough as the BG offense 
failed to muster a scoring 
threat 
In the preliminary 
contest, BG's B team also 
dropped a 1-0 decision to 
Eastern Michigan's II team. 
Last Saturday the women 
stickers met No. 2 ranked 
Ohio University and came 
away with a 1-0 victory at 
the annual Buckeye Associa- 
tion Tournament at Ohio 
Wesleyan University 
(OWUI. Tbe lone goal of the 
contest was scored by Karla 
Ewald 
Within the first 10 
minutes, OWU's powerful 
front five placed two goals 
in the cage for a 2-0 lead. 
However, BG's offense 
retaliated with a pressure 
attack which resulted in a 
score but Ohio Wesleyan 
held on to win. 2-1. 
Twenty-two girls were 
selected by the coaches for 
tbe two Buckeye Association 
Hockey teams. 
Three Bowling Green girls 
were chosen to represent the 
Falcons, l.orram Procacci 
made the Buckeye II team 
and Karla Ewald and Karen 
Williams were selected as 
substitutes for the same 
squad 
Tbe three performers will 
advance to the Great Lakes 
Sectional Tournament at 
Ball State University in 
Muncie, Ind., this weekend 
